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ABSTRACT. Contextual problems involving rational numbers and proportional reasoning
were presented to seventh grade students with different curricular experiences. There is
strong evidence that students in reform curricula, who are encouraged to construct their
own conceptual and procedural knowledge of proportionality through collaborative prob-
lem solving activities, perform better than students with more traditional, teacher-directed
instructional experiences. Seventh grade students, especially those who study the new cur-
ricula, are capable of developing their own repertoire of sense-making tools to help them
to produce creative solutions and explanations. This is demonstrated through analysis of
solution strategies applied by students to a variety of rate problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently new curricula, and teaching strategies, have been developed for
the topics of middle school mathematics. This is especially true regarding
the treatment of rational numbers, including fractions, decimals, percents,
ratio, and proportional reasoning. In traditional middle school curricula,
each arithmetic operation with each type of rational number is taught with
a focus on developing student proficiency in well-defined computational
algorithms that are then practiced to ensure speed and accuracy of execu-
tion. Only when that computational proficiency is attained will students be
challenged to apply their computational skill to practical or fanciful ‘word
problems’.

One of the new middle grades curriculum projects, the Connected Math-
ematics Project (CMP), was funded to develop a complete mathematics
curriculum with teacher support materials for the middle grades six, seven,
and eight. This curriculum is structured to develop students’ knowledge
and understanding of mathematics that is rich in connections–connections
among the core ideas in mathematics and its applications. The CMP cur-
riculum is organized around interesting problem settings–real situations,
whimsical situations, or interesting mathematical situations. Students solve
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problems, and in so doing, they observe patterns and relationships; they
conjecture, test, discuss, verbalize, and generalize these patterns and rela-
tionships. The development of CMP was influenced by all of the NCTM
Standards documents –Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics(1989), Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics
(1991), and theAssessment Standards for Mathematics(1995).

The CMP curriculum, treats the major areas of mathematics – num-
ber, geometry, measurement, algebra, statistics, and probability – through
eight units of study at each grade level. In the sixth grade, two of the
eight units, Bits and Pieces I – Understanding Rational Numbers (Lappan
et al., 1996a) and Bits and Pieces II – Using Rational Numbers (Lappan
et al., 1996b) introduce the ideas of rational numbers. In the seventh grade,
three of the eight units, Stretching and Shrinking (Lappan et al., 1997a),
Comparing and Scaling (Lappan et al., 1997b), and Data Around Us (Lap-
pan et al., 1997c) deal with the ideas of similarity, ratio, and proportions
and their applications. Consistent with the overall CMP philosophy, the
approach in those units is to encourage students to construct their own pro-
cedures for doing rational number computations, solving proportions, and
applying those skills to applied problem solving. The curriculum supports
that construction of rational number knowledge by presenting students
with a series of contextual problems requiring proportional reasoning and
computation. Students collaborate in work on the problems, sharing their
diverse insights and approaches with partners and then with the whole
class through mathematical reflections, discussion, and journal writing (for
further elaboration and examples, see Bouck and Lappan, in press). At
no point in the CMP curriculum materials are students shown standard
algorithms for addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division of frac-
tions or decimals. Nor are they shown standard procedures for solving
problems involving percents (e.g. the ‘three cases of percent’), or any
routine method for solving proportions or testing ratios for equivalence
(e.g. ‘cross-multiplication’). Whereas, in a traditional curriculum, the text
material provides problems and the teachers demonstrate the solutions to
a sample of problems to the students. The students then practice indi-
vidually solving the problems according to the given format. Hence, the
environment for students who experience the CMP curriculum is markedly
different than the environment of students in the traditional curriculum in
terms of the textbooks they are using, the classroom organization, and the
methods by which they are being taught.

The striking difference between traditional and CMP approaches to ra-
tional number and proportional computation and problem solving raises
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a very natural and fundamental question for teachers, parents, and others
who are concerned about the performance of students at this level:

How do the conceptual understandings, computational skills, and problem solving strate-
gies and success of CMP and traditional curriculum students compare?

In particular, it is natural to wonder whether the new CMP approach does
successfully lead students to construct effective (accurate and/or efficient)
strategies for fraction, decimal, percent, ratio, and proportional computa-
tion, and whether CMP students develop flexible and/or effective strategies
for solving contextual problems involving rational numbers and propor-
tions. This report mainly addresses that broad concern regarding attain-
ment of proportional reasoning in reform and traditional curricula, by com-
paring work of seventh grade CMP and non-CMP students on a variety of
tasks.

2. PROPORTIONAL REASONING

Proportional reasoning is at the heart of middle grades mathematics. It
involves mathematical relationships which are multiplicative in nature.
Formally, especially for a mathematician; a proportion is a statement of
the equality of two ratios, i.e.a

b
= c

d
. Following Piaget’s theory in which

proportional reasoning was indicated as the hallmark of the formal op-
erations stage of development (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958), research has
concentrated on proportional reasoning in adolescent students (Tourni-
aire, 1986). According to the NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards
(1989), ‘the ability to reason proportionally develops in students through-
out grades 5–8. It is of such great importance that it merits what ever time
and effort that must be expended to assure its careful development’ (p. 82).
Nevertheless, research has consistently shown that ‘relatively few junior
high students of average ability use proportional reasoning in a consistent
fashion’ (Post, Behr and Lesh, 1988, p. 78). The topic even ‘remains prob-
lematic for many college students’ (Lawton, 1993), and ‘there is evidence
that a large segment of our society never acquires fluency in proportional
thinking’ (Hoffer, 1988, p. 285). Following ideas of Freudenthal (1978,
1983), proportional reasoning problems can be described in three broad
categories:

1) Comparing two parts of a single whole, as in the ‘ratio of girls to boys
in a class is 15 to 10’, or ‘a segment is divided in the golden ratio’.

2) Comparing magnitudes of different quantities with an interesting con-
nection, as in ‘miles per gallon’, or ‘people per square kilometer’, or
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‘kilograms per cubic meter’, or ‘unit price’. These comparisons are
not generally called ratios, but rates, or densities.

3) Comparing magnitudes of two quantities that are conceptually re-
lated, but not naturally thought of as parts of a common whole, as
in ‘the ratio of sides of two triangles is 2 to 1’. These comparisons
are sometimes referred to as scaling and they include questions of
stretching and shrinking in similarity transformations.

Three types of tasks are reported in the literature for assessing proportional
reasoning (for example, see Cramer, Post and Currier, 1993):

• Missing value problems, where three pieces of information are given
and the task is to find the fourth or missing piece of information.

• Numerical comparison problems, where two complete rates/ratios are
given and a numerical answer is not required, but the rates or ratios
are to be compared.

• Qualitative prediction and comparison problems which require com-
parisons not dependent on specific numerical values.

Freudenthal (1978, 1983) has pointed out that missing value and compari-
son proportion problems can be solved by three distinguishable approaches
related to: a) internal ratio (within a magnitude), or ratio between terms
within a system, i.e., two lengths, two times; b) external ratio (between
two magnitudes), or ratio between terms of different systems, i.e., a length
and a time; and c) refraining from computation until the result has been
found formally, or set up a relationship that involves all the given data
and compute only then. As for the qualitative comparison of ratio, Van
den Brink and Streefland (1979) consider it as an activity, important for
ordering the visual perceptive reality.

A review of the proportional reasoning literature by Tourniaire and
Pulos (1995) indicates a number of factors relating to the context and
number structure of proportional reasoning problems that are responsible
for much of the variability in performance. Among the important context
variables are the familiarity of the context, the presence of a mixture, and
the presence of continuous quantities. Among the number structure factors
influencing performance are presence of integer ratios, order, and numer-
ical complexity. Common correct and erroneous strategies have also been
reported in the literature. After studying proportional reasoning abilities of
seventh and eighth grade adolescents, Cramer and Post (1993) identified
the correct solution strategies using unit-rates, factors-of-change, fractions,
and cross products. Tourniaire and Pulos (1995) point out error patterns
that include ignoring crucial data and using constant difference or additive
strategies, where multiplicative comparison is more appropriate. The re-
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cent book edited by Harel and Confrey (1994) and a review by Behr et al.
(1992) offer more detailed theoretical analysis of issues in the domain of
multiplicative structures and reasoning. They elaborate some of the mental
operations theorized to underline the building of multiplicative structures,
and proposed some new ones, as well as show how students build such
structures, and how structures can change with experience.

3. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The basic goal of our study is to describe the character and effectiveness of
proportional reasoning by students with different curricular experiences as
they face rate problems. The main purpose was to compare two populations
of students averaging 12 years of age: CMP and traditional curriculum
students in American middle schools. However, we were also interested in
learning more about how middle grade students from both samples learn
and what they know about proportional reasoning.

4. METHOD

The data for this study was gathered during the first school year (1994–95)
in which the CMP seventh grade curriculum was taught as a complete one-
year course, but before it was again revised for publication. Approximately
2000 students in ten states, studied the seventh grade CMP program during
that school year.

The CMP sample for our proportional reasoning study consisted of
students from eight seventh grade classes: three from Portland, Michigan;
two from Sturgis, Michigan; and one each from Shepherd, Michigan; San
Diego, California; and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Seven different teachers
were involved in those classes. The Control sample consisted of students
from six seventh grade classes: three from Parma, Michigan, and one each
from Toledo, San Diego, and Pittsburgh. Those control classes were taught
by six different teachers. The Control sample was selected from the overall
Control population (about 400 students) formed by the CMP evaluation
team. An indication of the equivalence of the two samples was given by
the standardized test results reported by the evaluation team for both 7th
grade samples (CMP and Control). These results showed that the Control
students’ scores were slightly higher than the CMP students at the begin-
ning of the year, and slightly lower at the end of the year. In total, 187
students were in the CMP sample, and 128 students were in the Control
sample.
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Both samples were tested on a variety of proportional reasoning prob-
lems that were presented in three forms that were distributed randomly in
each participating class. Rate or density problems were included in forms
1 and 3, ratio problems in forms 1 and 2, and scaling problems in forms 2
and 3. About 25% of the students in each sample (CMP and Control) were
interviewed to gain more knowledge about their understanding of propor-
tional reasoning in contextualized problems and their skills in dealing with
the purely computational aspects of such problems.

The following report describes the performance of CMP students and
Control students on the five rate or density problems included in forms
1 and 3 of the assessment. The first two problems deal with unit price –
one is a numerical comparison, and the second is a missing value problem.
The third and the fourth problems deal with proportional relations among
distance, time, and speed. Both problems are of the numerical compari-
son type. The main difference between them is in the number structure
where one includes only integers and the other includes fraction and dec-
imal numbers for time. The fifth problem deals with population density
information and another numerical comparison task with relatively large
integer numbers. All the numerical comparison tasks (problems 1, 3, 4, 5)
involve unequal ratios that are considered to be more difficult than those
with equal ratios (Karplus et al., 1983a, b). It should be noted that all five
problems are different from those that appear on standardized tests. They
arise from circumstances that are familiar, such as buying soda in a store,
traveling about on bicycles, or population densities. Hence, the context of
the problem does not favor students from either sample. However, given
the way students are taught in each curriculum, when asked to compare
different situations and explain their work, students in the CMP curriculum
might be more familiar with these kinds of questions than students from
the control sample. The text of the problems and the results of the students’
work appear below.

A special rating form was created to analyze and to score the students’
written proportional reasoning test papers. Three major categories were
identified: Correct answer, Incorrect answer, and No response. Correct an-
swers were coded in three subcategories: only the correct answer, correct
answer with correct support work, and correct answer with incorrect sup-
port work. These subcategories were created because in each problem the
students were asked to provide support work by giving reasons for their
answers. The incorrect answers were also coded in three subcategories:
only an incorrect answer, incorrect answer with partial understanding, and
incorrect thinking. In scoring the papers, the most problematic subcategory
was incorrect answer with partial understanding. Students’ responses were
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placed in this category if it appeared that their thinking was correct but
they made computational mistakes, or if they used the correct relationships
but made mistakes with units, or if they completed most of the problem
correctly with a minor mistake near the end.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following tables (I–VI) present the overall results of students’ perfor-
mance by sample, and by test item. Each table is preceded by the text of
the relevant problem. Table 1 shows that the CMP students outperformed
the Control students overall by a ratio of 53 to 28 percent in providing
correct answers with correct support work. As can be seen in the individual
item Tables II through VI, the CMP students dramatically outperformed
the Control students on each individual item.

TABLE I

Overall results on the students written proportional reasoning test – rate problems

Correct answer Incorrect answer No response

Only the Correct Incorrect Only Partial Incorrect

correct support support incorrect understanding thinking

answer work work answer

CMP

N = 124 3 53 9 2 15 10 8

Control

N = 91 6 28 21 4 10 23 8

∗ All of the numbers in the table are percentages.

TABLE II

Results on rate problem 1

Correct answer Incorrect answer No response

Only the Correct Incorrect Only Partial Incorrect

correct support support incorrect understanding thinking

answer work work answer

CMP 1 57 5 3 20 10 4

Control 4 32 14 4 10 32 4

∗ All of the numbers in the table are percentages.
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TABLE III

Results on rate problem 2

Correct answer Incorrect answer No response

Only the Correct Incorrect Only Partial Incorrect

correct support support incorrect understanding thinking

answer work work answer

CMP 4 72 0 1 12 7 4

Control 2 44 0 8 22 11 13

∗ All of the numbers in the table are percentages.

TABLE IV

Results on rate problem 3

Correct answer Incorrect answer No response

Only the Correct Incorrect Only Partial Incorrect

correct support support incorrect understanding thinking

answer work work answer

CMP 2 65 5 0 16 10 2

Control 10 34 17 0 10 25 4

∗ All of the numbers in the table are percentages.

TABLE V

Results on rate problem 4

Correct answer Incorrect answer No response

Only the Correct Incorrect Only Partial Incorrect

correct support support incorrect understanding thinking

answer work work answer

CMP 5 32 16 3 14 14 16

Control 5 7 40 2 7 25 14

∗ All of the numbers in the table are percentages.

All five Rate problems appeared within a context of a story about a trip
to the zoo. The following are the text of each problem presented by a table
with its results.
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TABLE VI

Results on rate problem 5

Correct answer Incorrect answer No response

Only the Correct Incorrect Only Partial Incorrect

correct support support incorrect understanding thinking

answer work work answer

CMP 2 37 25 2 11 8 15

Control 7 23 33 7 0 26 4

∗ All of the numbers in the table are percentages.

A Trip To The Zoo–Max, Eliza, Alex, and Cosima planned a bicycle
trip to the zoo as a year-end outing for their class. Students gathered at the
school parking lot and rode together on the bicycle path to the zoo. After
looking at the animals for a few hours, they met at the picnic tables near
the duck pond for a snack and cold drink before riding back to school.

1. Max and Eliza bought supplies for snacks and reported the following
expenses: Gatorade cost $2.00 for 16 ounces. Cran-raspberry juice
cost $1.60 for 12 ounces. They bought Cran-raspberry juice. Did they
make the most economical choice? Show the calculations that lead
you to that answer.

2. Cosima and Alex shopped for granola bars and apples but lost the
sales slip. They did remember that granola bars cost $2.60 for 8 single
bars and apples were 6 for $1.95. a) How much did they spend for 20
granola bars? Explain your reasoning. b) How much did they spend
for 20 apples? How do you know?

3. Cosima and Alex decided to have a contest to see who rode the fastest
on the way home. Cozi rode 5 miles to her house in 20 min. Alex rode
7 miles to his house in 25 min. Who rode the fastest? How do you
know?

4. On the next Saturday, Max and Eliza rode their bikes the long way
around the lake to a park. It was 30 miles and it took them 1.5 h of
riding time. After lunch, they rode back by the short way. It was 20
miles and they made it in 3/4 of an hour of riding time. On which part
of their round trip did they have the fastest riding rate? How do you
know?

5. In an alley near the school Max and Alex saw several feral cats. (Feral
cats are undomesticated; wild, not tame). When they got home they
made some phone calls and learned that there are about 1000 feral cats
in their town of Smithville and about 1500 feral cats in the neighbor-
ing town of Jonesville. The area of Smithville is 60 square miles; the
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area of Jonesville is 100 square miles. Where is one more likely to
see a feral cat? Explain your reasoning.

Most of the students from both samples responded to the problems with
support work. If we exclude ‘only the correct answer’, ‘only the incorrect
answer’, and ‘no response’, on average between 80 to 90 percent of both
samples provided support work in their responses. Hence, when students
are asked to ‘show your work’, or ‘how do you know’, or ‘explain’, they
do add written support for their answers. Yet, the quality of writing is
important. Analysis of the written support work clearly showed that the
CMP students demonstrated much more proficiency in writing than did
the Control students. Obviously, this result can be attributed to the fact that
CMP students are more frequently instructed to write and talk about the
ideas they are dealing with.

The subcategory of ‘correct answer with incorrect support work’ showed
up on the overall results more than twice as often with Control students
(21%) as with the CMP students (9%). About 13% of both samples fell in
the subcategory ‘incorrect answer with partial understanding’. This subcat-
egory of response often occurred when the problem called for calculations
followed by reasoning, as is the case for rate problems. The students can
think correctly, but execute the calculations incorrectly, or they might get
the correct numbers and information, but make an incorrect conclusion
about measurement units. In other cases, the students get most of the work
correctly but made small mistakes at the end. It can be assumed for students
in this subcategory that they are beginning to understand the content, but
their understanding is still shaky.

5.1. Comparing students’ performance on rate problems 1 and 2

The first two rate problems require the same knowledge of rate, relating to
amount and cost. However, the first problem is a numerical comparison,
while the second requires finding a missing value. Our findings indicate
that in both samples the performance on the missing value problem was
better than on the numerical comparison. The CMP students were cor-
rect with appropriate support work 72% of the time on the missing value
problem and only 57% of the time on the numerical comparison prob-
lem. Control students gave fully correct responses 44% of the time on
the missing value problem, and 32% of the time on the numerical com-
parison. The missing value problem may be ‘easier’ because it consisted
of two identical parts, each less complex than the numerical comparison
problem. This result confirms conclusions in the review by Tourniaire and
Pulos (1995) who found that ‘comparing ratios is an advanced method,
and the ability to choose the arithmetically easier comparison is acquired
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long after the proportional techniques are mastered’ (p. 188). Actually,
the CMP students performed well on the missing value problem, hence
there is a possibility of effects on their performance on the comparison
problem. One evidence is the high percentage of CMP students using the
unit rate for the comparison. This issue of building of models and schemes
in acquiring proportional understanding, should be further considered to
uncover possible effects of the new methods and processes imposed by the
reform curricula.

Clearly, the CMP students performed significantly better than the Con-
trol students on the first two rate items. The percentages of students who
provided just the correct or incorrect answers without support work are
relatively very small. But, it is somewhat surprising that 13% of the Control
students did not attempt either part of the missing value problem.

Student performance on the first two rate problems cannot be judged
strictly as a result of school instruction in ratio and proportion. Students
are generally familiar with those kinds of comparison situations and tasks
through experience in daily life as well as school work. This, in particular,
is true for geometrical ratios and proportionality. In fact, research based
on Piaget’s work (Fuson, 1978) indicate the visual perceptual reality of
the child as a source for the purpose of ratio and proportion. Post, Behr,
Lesh, and Wachsmuth (1985) also claim that many students’ strategies and
processes develop independent of instruction. That is, children naturally
employ a form of mathematical intuition, an informal knowledge system
(Streefland, 1984, 1985; Treffers and Goffree, 1985). Nevertheless, this
topic is known to be taught in both the traditional curriculum and the new
CMP curriculum, but with different approaches. Hence, one can reason-
ably infer that the superior performance of the CMP students is in part
due to the environment and the problem solving approach with its inherent
discourse presented by the CMP curriculum. It is worth noting, that even
if we ignore the quality of the support work within the Correct category
(see Tables II and III), still the CMP students outperform the traditional
curriculum students.

5.1.1. A mini-case study
Data on percent correct, with and without supporting justifications, gives
a rough first picture of student performance on the given rate problems.
It only begins to suggest the diversity of reasoning strategies employed
by CMP and Control students. To understand in greater detail the knowl-
edge of proportional thinking acquired by students in each curriculum,
the first author re-examined all student test papers to identify the variety
of approaches used by students on the items. The following summary of
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findings from that strategy analysis demonstrates the rich variety of 7th
grade students’ strategies and methods in dealing with the proportional
reasoning required in the first ‘rate’ problem.

Based on analysis of the problem task and the students’ written test
papers and individual interviews that followed, identified nine different
strategies for solving the numerical comparison rate problem. For the ma-
jority of those strategies, we can present student work demonstrating ap-
plication of the problem solving methods. For one or two strategies, which
might be too sophisticated for seventh grade students to apply correctly
and justify mathematically, we complete the picture by our own analysis.
All of the examples appearing below are taken directly from the students’
work. We have typed the students’ work directly without editing for their
spelling or grammar.

Strategy 1 – Comparing the ratio of two different variables using ‘external
ratios’ or a ‘functional method’. This strategy was coined by Freuden-
thal (1983) and is frequently mentioned by others (e.g., Tourniaire and
Pulos, 1985; Lamon, 1994). In more familiar terms, this is the ‘unit rate’
strategy that deals with ‘price per unit’ or ‘unit per price’ in making ratio
comparisons. This strategy was used frequently by both samples and often
resulted in correct solutions. However, it is important to note this ‘unit rate’
strategy was used by 81 of the 124 CMP students (65%) compared to only
22 of the 91 Control students (24%). Given that the CMP students were not
shown any specific method for solving rate problems, it seems that ‘unit
rate’ strategy appear naturally in students who develop strategies on their
own. An example of a CMP student’s work:

2.00÷ 16 = 12.5 Gatorade – 12.5 /c unit price.
1.60÷ 12 = 13.3 Cranraspberry – 13.3 /c unit price.
No. They didn’t make the best economical choice.

This student’s work, who used the ‘price per unit’ was classified as ‘Cor-
rect with correct support work’. Another example of a CMP student’s
work shows that the student correctly used the mathematical operation and
computation but had a wrong interpretation of the results.

2.00÷ 16 = 0.125
1.60÷ 12 = 0.133
Yes, they made the best economical choice.

This answer was classified as Incorrect within the sub-category of ‘par-
tial understanding’. One possible explanation for the wrong conclusion by
the student was given by a middle school teacher who hypothesized that
‘usually for some students, the higher result is the better one’.
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Another example of using correctly the ‘unit per price’ is the following
work of a CMP student:

16÷$ 2 = 8 12÷$ 1.60 = 7.5
No, they didn’t because with
Gatorade you get more for your money
and with C. juice you get less.

Another example shows work by a non-CMP student, using the ‘unit per
price’. It is not surprising that this student found it hard to make the correct
conclusion from this calculation:

16÷$ 2 = 1
13/c

12÷$1.60 = 1
$ 0.14

No. They didn’t make the best choice.

Strategy 2 – Comparing ratios of the same variable using ‘internal ratios’
or a ‘scalar method’. (Freudenthal, 1983; Tourniaire and Pulos, 1985;
Lamon, 1994). The following is an example of an incorrect response from
a non-CMP student’s work using this strategy.

16÷$ 12 = 1R4
200÷ 1.60 = 1R40
Yes, they made the right choice.

This answer was classified as incorrect with ‘partial understanding’. The
student used the correct operation, but using the remainder form was an
obstacle for the correct conclusion. Another way to look at this strategy
inherent in this response is to compare the following fractions:

16ounces
12ounces = 1.333· · ·= 4

3
$ 2.00
$ 1.60 = 1.250 =5

4

Or compare:

12ounces
16ounces = 0.75· · ·= 3

4
$ 1.60
$ 2.00 = 0.80 =4

5

While one could draw a correct conclusion from proper calculations of
this sort, that inference seems to us a great deal more difficult than that of
strategy 1, using unit rates. We found only a few students who tried to use
this internal ratio or scalar strategy, but it illustrates the diversity of thought
processes that students develop and apply to proportional reasoning situa-
tions.
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Strategy 3 – Comparing the cost of the same quantity by finding common
factor or common multiple quantities such as ‘price per unit’.An exam-
ple of a CMP student’s work using this sort of strategy is:

$ 1.60
3 = 0.533· · ·
+ 0.53
2.13

Gatorade – $ 2.00 for 16 ounces.
Cranraspberry juice – $ 2.13 for 16 ounces.
No. They didn’t make the best choice.

Another related strategy is shown in this procedure:

No,· · · for 48 ounces Gatorade is $ 6 and CRJ is $ 6.40.

Again, what is most striking is the diversity of ways that students found to
reason about these relationships.

Strategy 4 – Comparing amounts for the same cost by finding common
factor or common multiple costs such as ‘unit per price’.For example,
one student used a ‘building up’ strategy and found that he/she could buy
60 ounces of Cranraspberry juice for $ 8 and 64 ounces of Gatorade for
$ 8. Of course, one could compare for 40ć:

$ 2.00÷5 = 40́c, so 16
5 = 3.2 ounces of Gatorade.

$ 1.60÷4 = 4 = 40́c, so12
4 = 3 ounces of CRJ.

Or, find the amount for $ 1:
16
2 = 8 ounces per $ Gatorade
12

1.60 = 7.5 ounces per $ CRJ.

Strategy 5 – ‘Building up’ strategy. An example of student’s work using
this strategy follows.

Gatorade Cranraspberry

$ ounces $ ounces

2.00 16 1.60 12 No, they didn’t because at 48

32 3.20 24 ounces of juice, Gatorade costs

6.00 48 36 $ 6.00, and Cranraspberry juice

6.40 48 costs $ 6.40
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Despite the fact that other studies have found this ‘building up’ strategy
common among adolescent students (Hart, 1981; Tourniaire, 1986), we
found it in the work of only a few students. It might be the case that the
non-integer ratios involved in the problem discouraged use of this strategy
confirming another general finding that the number structure of a prob-
lem influences strategy choice. Another possible explanation is that the
‘building up’ strategy and applying a ratio table do not appear naturally in
students who develop strategies on their own. If this is the case, there is a
need for direct instruction of how to present and use ratio tables. Streefland
(1985) considers ‘the ratio table as a schematizing tool in the long term
learning process’, and apart from that, as contributing ‘to the detachment
from the context’ and ‘to discovering, making conscious and applying all
properties that characterize ratio-preserving mappings and to their use in
numerical problems.’ (p. 91)

Strategy 6 – Looking at ratios of differences between the same variables.
Work of two students illustrate this arithmetically tempting but mistaken
approach to rate comparison situations:

2.00 16 16 2.00

−1.60 − 12 No −12 −1.60

0.40 4 4 40/c Yes

Many other students from both samples used more or less the same strat-
egy, but we could not find an acceptable explanation. This strategy suggests
additive rather than multiplicative, but not much basic understanding of
sensible comparisons. Prior research has found this sort of error an at-
tractive fall-back strategy for dealing with problems involving non-integer
ratios (Karplus et al., 1983; Tourniaire, 1986).

We found additive (or subtractive) thinking in responses to other ra-
tio comparison tasks. For instance, when students were given information
about the number of boys and girls in two different classes and asked to
compare the gender distribution of the classes, they often simply compared
the differences between the number of boys and girls in the two classes.
This sort of evidence for additive thinking when multiplicative thinking
is more appropriate highlights the challenge of developing proportional
thinking in middle grades on a base of extensive elementary grade work
emphasizing addition and subtraction.

Strategy 7 – Responding to the numbers but not the context of a given
problem. These examples from work from non-CMP students illustrate
on one hand a sort of what appears to be a nonsense-making approach to
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arithmetic problems. On the other hand, being able to abandon the context,
could be a stage in mathematizing suitable situations (Freudenthal, 1983,
Ch. 6).

Yes. 2.00×12 = 24 Gatorade

1.60×12 = 19.2 1.60×16 = 25.60 Cranraspberry

2.00×16 = 32 juice.

Our assumption is that they studied a cross-multiplication method with
naked numbers – as is the case in the traditional curriculum. It is possible
to use the cross-multiplication method for comparison problems, but the
level of thinking needed to interpret correctly the results is of a high order.

Strategy 8 – Relating to only one variable by ignoring part of the data in
the problem. Obviously, this is an erroneous strategy, but its simplicity is
extremely attractive to students. It is illustrated by the following examples
of student work:

Yes, because each drink you buy isNo, because Gatorade is cheaper,

40/c cheaper, so you are saving lotsbecause it has more ounces to it.

of money.

In fact, this errant approach illustrates the fundamental challenge in devel-
oping student understanding of proportional reasoning – the need to think
of a comparison of two numbers as a single entity (a ratio or fraction) and
to operate simultaneously with two or more such comparisons.

Strategy 9 – Affective responses to numerical data and questions.We
identified two kinds of responses indicating that students were not focus-
ing their attention on the comparative ‘amount and price’ question. For
example, four students gave these responses:

Yes, they did because it really Yes, it was a good, they saved 40/c.

didn’t cost that much money.

No, Gatorade tastes better. No, because what if some of the

kids don’t like Cranraspberry juice.

Sometimes, in real life, situations arise where the mathematical reasons
for a solution are not as germane as other reasons present. One could argue
that those students chose a subjective answer to the question, citing other
non-mathematical reasons for their answers. Such answers could be correct
if they were supported by correct reasoning. For example, when they said
‘Yes’ they made the right economical choice by saving 40/c. If they would
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add that even though the Gatorade is cheaper, they need only 12 cans, and
the extra 4 cans would be wasted, then we would consider this response
correct. At least, these responses suggest the complexity of student per-
ception that will be present in any class setting where proportional thinking
questions are addressed.

Our detailed analysis of student responses to the Gatorade/Cranrasp-
berry price comparison question are a reminder that students come up with
a large variety of both correct and incorrect strategies to deal with such
tasks. Even when students applied correct strategies, they often failed to
reach a correct solution.

In our study comparing effect of reform and traditional middle grades
curricula it is especially interesting to ask how the variety and efficacy
of approaches to proportional reasoning problems are related to the in-
structional approaches embedded in the curriculum materials and teaching
approaches of CMP and Control classes. For instance, one could look at the
rich variety of problem solving strategies employed by the CMP students
as a result of the variety of problems presented by the CMP curriculum. Or,
maybe, one could look at the variety of strategies employed, several ineffi-
cient and even erroneous, and conclude that if students were directly taught
an optimal algorithm for such rate comparisons their performance would
be improved. However, our data suggest a somewhat different conjecture.
The CMP students, who developed proportional thinking through problem-
based investigations that encouraged personal construction of flexible ap-
proaches to such tasks, rather than practice of a single prescribed algo-
rithmic method, were generally more successful in applying sensible and
effective strategies to the given tasks.

The most efficient approach to the Gatorade/Cranraspberry price com-
parison problem is probably the ‘unit rate’ strategy, and the CMP students
in our study used this strategy much more often that the Control students.
Tourniaire and Pulos (1985) state that comparing ratios/rates at the highest
level seems to be preceded by the choice of the more economical method
between functional and scalar. Karplus et al. (1983) argue that the ability
to use the ‘easier’ ratio between a scalar or a functional ratio is more ad-
vanced than the ability to use multiplication strategies. In addition, Post,
Behr, and Lesh (1988) regard the ‘unit rate’ method as having ‘most in-
tuitive appeal’. Thus it appears that instruction that encourages student
construction of proportional thinking might also help them in finding for
themselves the strategy of optimal efficiency.
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5.2. Comments on rate problem 2

Analysis of students’ responses to the second rate problem (find the miss-
ing value in a proportion comparing amounts and prices for granola bars
and apples) also showed use of a variety of strategies to solve the problem.
The most common strategies were to think of package prices, unit prices,
and combinations of those methods. Those strategies are known to be the
most successful. However, there were still many students who manipulated
numbers in ways that didn’t reflect the structure of the given information
or the question.

We found that 102 of the 124 CMP students (82%) used a strategy
focused on package price, unit price, or a combination of the two; those
effective strategies were used by only 56 of 91 Control students (62%). All
students from both samples applied the same strategies for both parts of
the problem. Very few were successful on one part and not on the other.
The following examples illustrate student work on this problem.

By package per price strategy:

a) 20 bars: 8 bars = 2.5×$2.60 = $6.50 a) it would cost $6.50 for 20 granola

for 20 bars, because 8 bars bars

goes into 20 2.5 times. So, it will 8 bars cost 2.60

cost 2.5 times more money for 2.5 16 bars cost $5.20

more bars. I multiplied 2.5×$2.60 4 bars cost $1.30

(the cost) and it equaled $6.50 for 20 bars cost 6.50

20.

b) 20 apples÷ 6 apples = 3.33× b) it would cost $6.50 for 20 apples

$1.95 = $6.50 for 20 apples., 6 apples cost $1.95

because when you divide 20÷6 you 12 apples cost $3.90

find that 6 goes into 20 3.33 (313) 18 apples cost $5.85

times. That means the price will be 2 apples cost 65 /c

3.33 times more. So you multiply 20 apples cost 6.50

3.33×$1.95 it equals $6.50 the

cost.

Cramer and Post (1993) called this procedure ‘the factor-of-change’ strat-
egy (see also Post, Behr and Lesh, 1988), while Hart (1981) named it as
‘the building-up’ strategy. In this case, the students’ thinking is essentially
additive when they ‘build up’ the smaller quantity to the larger one in equal
increments. If this is multiplicative reasoning, it is certainly an early form.
We can not say that those students had fully conceptualized a multiplica-
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tive framework. In addition, even though the ratios are non-integer, still
one-half and one-third are of the more familiar fractions to deal with.

By unit price strategy:

a) $ 6.50, because I figured how a) They spent $6.50

much one granola bar cost if it was 2.60÷8×20 = $6.50

8 for $ 2.60. So I took what I got for 0.325

one (32.5 /c) and multiplied it by 20 unit price

granola bars and got $6.50. $6.50

$2.60÷ 8 bars = 0.325×20 = $6.50. total price

b) $6.50 b) $6.50

I know this because I figured now 1.95÷6×20 = $6.50

much one apple would cost and 0.325

multiplied that by 20 and got $6.50 unit price

$1.95÷ 6 apples = 0.325×20 = $ 6.50

$6.50 total price

By a combination of package and unit price:

correct answers incorrect answers

a) 8÷ $2.60 = about 32/c a bar a) 2.60/8

8 + 12 = 20 12 extra bars + 2.60/8= 16 bars

8 + 8 = 16 $2.60 + $2.60 = $5.20 5.20 2.60÷ 8 = 3/c / bar

4 extra bars + 0.12= 4 bars

0.32×4 = $1.28 5.20 + 1.28 = $6.48 5.32

$6.48 on 20 bars Answer: 5.32

b) $1.95÷ 6 = about 32́c an apple b) 1.95/6 1.95÷ 6 = 0.3

$6.48 on 20 apples because for 1 1.95/6= 12 bars

apple it is the same cost as 1 bar and 3.90+ 6 5.85

they had 20 bars and 20 apples, so it + 0.6

would be the same. 5.91

Responding just to the numbers: Incorrect answers with incorrect thinking.

a) 52. I timesed 2.60 by 20 and got b) 39. I timesed 1.95 by 20 and got

52, 2.60×20 = 52. 39. 1.95×20 = 39

5.3. Comparing students performance on rate problems 3 and 4

Both of these ‘numerical comparison’ problems require the same knowl-
edge of rates relating to distance and time – from given time and distance
data the task was to compare speeds. Nevertheless, in both samples the per-
formance on the first problem was considerably better than on the second
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problem. The CMP students were completely correct 65% of the time on
the first problem, and only 32% of the time on the second problem; Control
students were correct on only 34% and 7% of the problems respectively.
The second problem was more difficult because it contains both decimal
and fraction numbers for the time – again highlighting the influence of
number structure variables in difficulty or proportional reasoning tasks. As
the following analysis shows, the errors cannot be explained simply by
difficulty of arithmetic calculations involved.

A careful inspection of the students’ papers shows that most of the in-
correct answers for both samples stem from a confusion between distance
per unit of time and time per unit of distance. In the first problem many
students divided the larger number (20 min) by the smaller (7 miles) num-
ber getting minutes per mile and assuming that they had computed miles
per hour. These cases were marked as ‘incorrect answer’ under the sub-
category of ‘partial understanding’. The following are examples of correct
and incorrect students’ work on problem 3.
Correct answer:

Cozi
20 min÷5 miles = 4 min per mile
Alex
20 min÷7 miles = 3.57 min per mile
Alex rode the fastest, because he rode 0.43 min a mile faster.
He had to go a longer way, but it took him less time per mile.

Incorrect answer – ‘partial understanding’

Cozi rode the fastest.
I divided 20 by 5 and got 4 miles per minute for Cozi.
Then I divided 25 by 7 3.5 miles per minute.

Cozi 20÷5 = 4 mph
Alex 25÷7 = 3.5 mph
Cozi rides faster

Responds just to the numbers:

Cozi rode the fastest.25
5 = 5, 20

7 = 2.9
Cozi covered more ground in 25 min than Alex did in 20.

Correct answer with incorrect support work:

Alex. Because he went farther because of all the straight rodes.
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One could speculate that in traditional assessment, large numbers of miles
in small numbers of hours allow some students to arrive at a correct answer
without understanding what is going on. Our findings suggest that teach-
ers would be well-advised to use a variety of time and distance units, in
problem material so that students develop a clear understanding of the fun-
damental structural relationship, not a rote pattern of ‘big number divided
by small number’. Of course, this temptation to always divide the larger
number by the smaller number is induced by many other experiences in
the teaching and learning of multiplication and division (see Bell et al.,
1989).

Clearly, the CMP students performed considerably better than Control
students on both of the distance/time rate items. Identification of students’
strategies used in solving those problems shows that CMP students used
the unit rate strategy twice as often as the Control students (54% to 27%).
This strategy is known to be the more successful strategy for these kinds
of problems. Again, we infer that the superior performance of CMP stu-
dents is a result of the problem solving approach presented by the CMP
curriculum where students construct personal understanding of key math-
ematical structures, rather than practicing prescribed formal algorithms.
It seems important to allow students time to struggle with the underlying
challenges and to share their thinking with other students and their teacher
in small-group and full-class discourse.

The importance of asking for supporting statements on an item can be
seen by the ‘Correct answer with incorrect support work’ category, espe-
cially for the Control group. For example, on problem 4, over 40% of the
Control students answered correctly determined that Max and Eliza rode
most rapidly on their return trip, but their reasoning was generally incor-
rect. Thus, on a typical mathematics exam that does not ask for justification
of answer, those students would be marked correct and their misconcep-
tions would be unrecognized and uncorrected. The following examples of
Control student work illustrate the problem.

On the way home, because it cut off 60÷ 4 = 15×3 = 45 min.

45 min. After lunch when they rode a short

way, because34 of an hour equals

45 min.

On the other hand we received many nice solutions for problem 4 from
CMP students. For example, the following are six different student ap-
proaches to the problem.
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30÷1.5 = 20 miles per hour for the The second part because it only took

beginning trip. them 2.25 to go one mile and on the

20÷0.75 = 26.6 miles per hour. way there it took them 3.00 to go

So they went their fast riding rate one mile.

towards the end for 26.6 miles per

hour than 20 miles per hour.

On the time coming back because On the way back because it only

to 30÷ 1.5 or 90 min = 0.3 for took them3
4 of an hour to ride 20

speed miles on the way back. On the way

from 20÷45 min or 3
4 hour = 0.4 there it took them an hour to ride 20

for speed miles.

There

30 miles

1.5 h

20 miles per hour

1.5 h÷ 2 = 3
4 an hour 30÷ 90 = 0.33 (1.5 = 90 min)

30÷2 = 15 miles 20÷ 45 = 0.44

They got the best rate on the way They were going faster on the way

home because they 15 miles in3
4 of back.

an hour on the way there and 20 44 mph – way back

miles in 3
4 of an hour on the way 33 mph – there

back.

It is interesting to note that in the last example the student knew that the re-
sult 0.33 is miles per minute and further, knew that it is an infinite repeating
decimal. Later, however, he converted it to miles per hour by multiplying
it by 100 (rather than by 60), ignoring the repeated decimal.

Obviously, the context and the number structure of Rate problems 3
and 4 including the referential continuous content, the numerical complex-
ity, and the order factors reported in the literature (Tourniaire and Pulos,
1985; Cramer, Post and Currier, 1993; Lawton, 1993) are variables causing
the differentiation in the performance of the students. However, it seems
unlikely that the familiarity feature played a major role in performance
on these problems. If it did, this means that the CMP students are more
familiar with this context due to the CMP problem based curriculum.

5.4. Comments on rate problem 5

The study included one other rate problem — dealing with density of the
feral cat populations in two cities. Apart from the context, this problem
appears to be very similar to rate problem 3. In both problems, a numerical
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comparison is required, and integers are used, even though the numbers in
the density problem are larger.

The rate of success for the CMP students was 37%, while for the Con-
trol students, it was 23%. In addition, 25% of the CMP students and 33%
of the Control students indicated the correct answer (Where is one more
likely to see a feral cat?) but, unfortunately, with incorrect support work.

In comparison to the similar Rate problem 3, the performance on the
density problem for both samples decreased drastically. One possible cause
for this discrepancy might be the familiarity factor. Seventh grade students
from both samples are more familiar with cars, distances, and speed than
with population, area, and density. A secondary cause might be the rel-
atively large integer numbers used in the density problem. Both of these
factors have been previously reported as influencing the performance of
adolescent students (Tourniaire and Pulos, 1985; Cramer et al., 1993).

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this study was to compare proportional reasoning of
seventh grade students with two quite different kinds of curricular experi-
ences – the CMP reform curriculum and traditional curricula. In particular,
this report has focused on numerical comparison and missing value pro-
portion problems with several different contextual settings and number
structures. A representative sample from each population was chosen: 124
CMP seventh grade students, and 91 traditional curriculum students (the
Control sample). These two samples were tested with a written exam on
‘rate’ story problems. Follow-up interviews with about 25% of each sam-
ple explored their thinking on the written test they had completed before
the interviews and on some proportional questions involving only numer-
ical data without problem context. The authors of this report recognize
its limitation when dealing with only the rate problems results rather than
with the wide-range repertoire of proportionality, such as scaling, and other
ratio tests. In addition, we are aware of the lack of class observations to
follow the teaching and learning processes of proportional reasoning.

The overall results on rate problems of the written Proportional Reason-
ing Test are encouraging for advocates of reform curriculum and pedagogy.
The CMP seventh grade students clearly outperformed the Control stu-
dents (53% vs. 28%) on the collection of tasks. In addition, CMP students
significantly outperformed the Control students on each individual rate
problem. The results also show that reform curriculum students were ca-
pable of providing a good quality of written and oral explanations (during
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the interviews) to their work. When students are asked ‘explain’ or ‘how
do you know?’ they do add written support for their answers.

Of course, one can look at the results and conclude that both reform and
traditional curriculum students have a long way to go to attain mastery of
basic proportional reasoning strategies and skills. A considerable percent-
age of both groups gave incorrect answers to the rate tasks. Furthermore,
about 15% of all responses were judged ‘correct answer with incorrect
support work’ and the same percentage for ‘incorrect answer with par-
tial understanding’. These responses should alert us to interpret standard
assessment results with care – some students get credit for knowledge
based on incorrect reasoning while others have good ideas but not ability
to complete their reasoning.

Even though CMP students were not shown standard procedures for
solving proportions or testing ratios for equivalence, they competed very
successfully with the Control students and also demonstrated ability to
develop a variety of strategies – including some of optimal efficiency –
to deal successfully with rates and proportional computations. Our hy-
pothesis is that the superior performance of the CMP students might be
attributed to the problem solving approach with its inherent discourse pre-
sented by the CMP curriculum. In this curriculum, students are encouraged
to construct their own understanding and procedures for doing rational
number computation, solving proportions, and applying those skills to ap-
plied authentic problem solving tasks. Still, there are more factors that
could affect CMP students performance. The CMP curriculum includes
eight units per grade six and seven covering a wide range of topics, be-
sides those which deal with rational numbers, ratios, proportions, and their
applications. One of the main features of the CMP curriculum is connec-
tivity between the units, an important factor for acquiring knowledge in
the rational number domain (Streefland, 1983). Hence, it is hard to follow
the time devoted to a specific topic, and an accumulative effect might be
present. Another factor is the level of CMP teachers’ preparation and back-
ground versus the traditional teachers. This factor also was not controlled
and needs to be studied in future comparative studies.

Given that this was the first time for the CMP teachers to teach the new
materials, the results are encouraging and promising. However, we recom-
mend that parts of this study be repeated in sites which CMP teachers are
using the final edition of the material for at least the second time in the
seventh grade. Since ratio and proportion continue to play a major role at
higher school levels, it will be interesting to follow the reform curricula
students at higher grades and assess their retention of, and development
of, their proportionality understanding. It also seems important to con-
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duct studies on additional significant mathematical topics in the middle
grades to examine the effect of the curriculum and the implied environment
factors on students’ understanding and performance.

7. IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING

Throughout this study, we identified many demonstrated strengths and
many difficulties encountered by students (from both samples) when they
were dealing with proportional reasoning concepts and their applications.
In agreement with previous studies on adolescents’ understanding of pro-
portional reasoning, the findings of this study indicate the power and promi-
nent use of the unit rate approach in such problems. We also found evi-
dence confirming conjectures about the effects of number structure, and
context familiarity on task difficulty. It seems that both the complexity
of numbers and the contexts should be more manipulated by curriculum
materials and instruction.

When we interviewed seventh grade CMP and traditional curriculum
mathematics teachers, all expressed concerns about teaching the compli-
cated subject matter included under the umbrella of proportional reason-
ing. Both Tourniaire and Pulos (1985) and the authors ofStreet Mathe-
matics and School Mathematics(Nunes, Schliemann, and Carraher, 1993)
have concluded that there is no linear path of teaching and learning through
this ‘non unitary construct (and) complicated maze’ of proportional rea-
soning. Nevertheless, earlier, Freudenthal (1983) had recommended strongly
that the learning process of ratio and proportionality ‘must be steered in
such a way that sources of insight are not clogged during the process of
algorithmisation and automatisation. This can be achieved, in my view,
by returning again and again during the process of algorithmisation and
automatisation, and even afterwards where it fits, to the sources of insight’.
(p. 209) Then, Streefland (1985), in responding to the long term learn-
ing process needed for ratio and proportion (Streefland, 1984), outlined
ingredients of a theory of teaching and learning ratio and proportion eluci-
dated by specific exemplary activities, creative visual models and schemes.
Hence, it seems essential to work on development of proportional rea-
soning with extensive instruction over several middle grade years. Our
findings support those thoughts.

In any case, the varieties of strategies and ways students find to solve
problems are encouraging. Seventh grade students, given the time to ex-
plore and discuss authentic proportion situations/problems, are capable of
developing their own repertoire of sense–making tools to help them to
produce creative solutions and explanations. Instruction might take advan-
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tage of this ‘built up repertoire’ and continue extending it into the more
common domain of proportional reasoning.
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